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Future of Advertising – Digital Advertising

Advertisement spending in India is expected to grow at 10.8 % cent in 2021 to reach US$
9 billion, according to Dentsu's Ad Spend Report of June 2021. This is a significant jump
when compared to a steep decline of 12.9 percent in 2020. Television continues to have
a lion’s share i.e. 40.9% percent share of the overall advertisement spend. However, the
share of Digital Advertisement spending has grown rapidly, from 20 percent in 2019 to
29.4 percent in 2021. It is expected to reach 32.7 percent by the end of 2022. The
Pandemic has given impetus to digital advertisement like never before. Consequently,
more and more advertisement spending is skewed towards digital advertisement as
compared to other conventional modes of campaign i.e. print, cinema, OOH (out of
home), and radio.

How to successfully manage Digital Advertisement
Campaigns?
A Digital Advertisement Campaign calls for focus on the following building blocks
(1) Defining Goal Statement
(2) Identification of problem statement
(3) Engagement of a competent advertisement agency
(4) Auditing the progress of the Digital Advertisement campaign

Risks in Digital Advertising
Unclear digital advertising strategy, Disrepute, Wrong targeting, non-adherence to
privacy protection act, trademark infringement, and inadequate use of technology are
some of the prominent risks of Digital Advertising.

Value addition by an Internal Auditor in Digital
Advertisement campaign
An important aspect of a Digital Advertisement Campaign is continuous auditing. It
focuses on a review of key processes in setting digital Advertising Goals, aligning the
strategy with the goals, hiring a digital advertising campaign, RoI computation. The
desired outcome is not limited to assurance of compliance with the activities involved
in each of the processes. The audit aims at identifying missed opportunities for
increasing the effectiveness of the campaign and efficiency in the activities involved in
them.
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Future of Advertising – Digital Advertising
Advertisement spending in India is expected to grow at 10.8 % cent in 2021 to reach US$ 9 billion,
according to Dentsu's Ad Spend Report of June 2021. This is a significant jump when compared to
a steep decline of 12.9 percent in 2020. Television continues to have a lion’s share i.e. 40.9%
percent share of the overall advertisement spend. However, the share of Digital Advertisement
spending has grown rapidly, from 20 percent in 2019 to 29.4 percent in 2021. It is expected to
reach 32.7 percent by the end of 2022. The Pandemic has given impetus to digital advertisement
like never before. Consequently, more and more advertisement spending is skewed towards
digital advertisement as compared to other conventional modes of campaign i.e. print, cinema,
OOH (out of home), and radio.
Mobile phone internet user penetration in India has exceeded 53% in the year 2021 and by the
year 2030, it is expected to exceed 90%. Mobile users spend hours watching their favourite OTT
content, news channels as well access social media i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp,
LinkedIn. There is a growing trend of individuals and companies running YouTube Channels
catering to specific Target Audience. Given the changing customer behaviour, Digital
Advertisement will continue to remain a key focus area from a marketing perspective for the
foreseeable future.
This in turn gives rise to the following key questions –
· How to successfully manage Digital Advertisement Campaigns?
· How to measure Return on Investments (RoI) on such campaigns?
· How to monitor these campaigns to get the maximum value from them?

How to successfully manage Digital Advertisement
Campaigns?
A Digital Advertisement Campaign calls for focus on the following building blocks
(1) Defining Goal Statement
(2) Identification of problem statement
(3) Engagement of a competent advertisement agency
(4) Auditing the progress of the Digital Advertisement campaign
Let’s look at the following recent case studies of how effective a Digital Advertisement campaign
can be.
Case Study 1 - Boat Campaign
Boat is a leading manufacturer/ supplier of mobile phone accessories e.g. earphones –
both wired and wireless. This company was not known a few years ago. However, in a short
period, it has achieved 317% brand growth. It has become the 5th largest wearable brand
globally. From a business perspective, the conversion rate has increased by 28%. The
success was driven by agile digital advertisements delivered to the target audience in a
customized manner as per the various segments of the audience carefully identified and
continuously monitored by the company.
The company’s goal statement for the digital advertisement campaign was “To attract
users to view the products in a highly competitive industry”. This strategy was to customize
the creative approach. It included a good mix of products, celebrities, and eye-grabbing
visuals apart from attractive pricing and offers.


The company carried out testing on various audiences and modified the campaigns
accordingly. Across channels, various innovations were leveraged by adopting the
test and learn approach. The desired results were achieved by constantly studying
basis metrics like Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) that drove the conversion rate
higher.



A smart shopping category campaign was leveraged on Google coupled with an
efficient YouTube Video campaign.



The digital advertising campaign utilized discovery ads to classify the prospects
into various segments like new customers and returning customers for
differentiated communication.



‘Placement Asset Customisation’ feature allows one to tailor creative assets for
placements on Facebook, Instagram, audience network, and messenger as per the
audience behaviour. This feature was leveraged on Facebook to ensure dynamic
delivery of the key messages.



A/B Test various creative communications to focus on Target Group of Audience
and leverage the top-performing visuals & communication. A/B testing, also known
as split testing, refers to a randomized experimentation process wherein two or
more versions of a variable (web page, page element, etc.) are shown to different
segments of website visitors at the same time to determine which version leaves
the maximum impact and drive business metrics.



Use of Advanced Analytics & reporting visuals on Google Data Studio enabled
optimizing geo/demographics that are driving the highest Return of Ad Spends
(ROAS) down by category and by platform.



Thus, a robust and flexible targeting strategy helped the company focus on the
relevant target groups of prospects. This, in turn, increased Return on Investments
(RoI).

Case Study 2 - Tata CLiQ– ‘Mall at a CLiQ’
Tata CLiQ prides itself as an Omni channel marketplace that combines online and offline
shopping (with ~1,600 pan India physical stores) to offer a first-of-its-kind 'phygital'
(physical + digital) shopping experience. Tata CLiQ achieved enhanced reach to 20 Million
people resulting in 2.4 Million customer engagement during the pandemic through its
digital advertising
During the recent pan India lockdown, Tata Cliq wanted to engage prospects. The strategy
was to use a dedicated Instagram handle to improve customer engagement each time. The
company identified its target audience as shopaholics who couldn’t visit malls to hang out
with their friends. The solution was to bring them to a mall – the only difference being that

this time it would be at their fingertips. Consequently, #MallAtCLiQ – an Instagram handle
was created through which access to buy and pay was provided.


This Instagram handle enabled the prospects to enjoy mall experiences i.e.
shopping, gaming, clubbing, food, and fun without visiting a mall. The Advertising
agency created a 4 story mall interior on the Instagram timeline with a dedicated
floor with multiple shops. Each shop had something unique to offer to the users in
terms of near-real shopping experience.



Each shop had a host who guided the user in terms of styling in case of shoes,
clothing, watches, jewellery via a look book video. This enabled a nearpersonalised experience to the target audience on Instagram.



An entire floor was dedicated to Cinema Theatre, Food Court, and a pub. This was
coupled with the cinema lobby ambiance, energetic EDM soundtrack at the Pubs.
There were engaging contests and engaging content on each floor. This helped
achieve positive engagement most of the time for the target audience.



There was a tie-up with a social discovery channel partner to boost the reach. This
led to hundreds of positive comments which in turn led to further appeal to new
prospects.

Thus, the use of technology to meet customer expectations led to a very successful
campaign for Tata CLiQ winning new customers and widening market share.
While the above-mentioned key activities in digital advertising can be carried out by the
in-house team as well, in both the above-mentioned case studies, a digital advertising
agency was engaged by the respective companies. This results avoids the cost of trial and
error of running the campaigns, getting your team up to speed, spending time and
company resources on maintaining your content consistency, and so forth.

Risks in Digital Advertising
Unclear digital advertising strategy, Disrepute, Wrong targeting, non-adherence to privacy
protection act, trademark infringement, and inadequate use of technology are some of the
prominent risks of Digital Advertising.


Lack of clarity in digital advertising strategy - A strategy that leads to marginal growth in
real sales pipeline or few actionable leads can be very poor. Thus, the alignment of the
plan with an overall goal of advertising campaigns and objectives like sales, positive
media, and lead generation should be ensured



Disrepute – Reputation of the brand and the company can be at stake in case a section of
the society feels that the advertisement has ‘affected their sentiment’ or it is ‘insensitive’.
In such cases, trolling may spread negativity rapidly adversely affecting the brand
perception.



Not targeting the right audience - Digital advertising campaigns via online channels
require tailored targeting of the type of users according to geography, online behaviour,
demography, psychography, and many other factors. Not defining the target segment for
a campaign can cause a waste of money, resources, and failure of achieving the goals of
the campaign



Privacy Protection – Consumers are increasingly aware of the concerns about their privacy.
Targeting the audience and displaying ads includes the risk of bad faith. This risk can be
avoided by being transparent and being clear on the company’s privacy policy to ease
consumers and make them feel safe.



Trademark infringement - Every company is protective about their ideas and any concepts
that are or could be an asset to their portfolio. These take several forms like words, images,
logos, or taglines. There is a likelihood of unknowingly using registered trademarks from
another company if there is an absence of a mechanism to flag and prevent it.



Inadequate use of technology –
o Search Engine Marketing (SEM) - This form of paid advertising permits an
organization to promote advertisements on search engines like Google, Yahoo and
pay as soon the ad results into a click. Due to the vast variety in the available metric

evaluation tools, there is pressure in choosing the most effective tool specific to the
company’s campaign. There is a risk of spending over budget, targeting the
incorrect audience leading to less traffic to the organization’s website.
o Search engine optimization (SEO) is often about making small modifications to
parts of your website. When viewed individually, these changes might seem like
incremental improvements, but when combined with other optimizations, they
could have a noticeable impact on web site's user experience and performance in
organic search results. However, search engines like Google have a lot of criteria
and strict factors that go into ranking the websites and this will require thorough
checking and adjustments for maximum engagement. Not meeting the
requirements of Google’s algorithm will translate into poor results.

Value addition by an Internal Auditor in Digital
Advertisement campaign
An important aspect of a Digital Advertisement Campaign is continuous auditing. It focuses on a
review of key processes in setting digital Advertising Goals, aligning the strategy with the goals,
hiring a digital advertising campaign, RoI computation. The desired outcome is not limited to
assurance of compliance with the activities involved in each of the processes. The audit aims at
identifying missed opportunities for increasing the effectiveness of the campaign and efficiency
in the activities involved in them.
1. Review of key processes for setting digital advertising goals and alignment of the strategy
with the goals – The processes for setting digital advertising goals have to be agile without
compromising on inherent checks and balances. Misalignment between goals and the
strategy can have major financial and non-financial issues. The tone of the advertisement,
Do’s and Don’ts have to be crystallised. This will help avoid situations wherein the
advertisement campaign may get trolled heavily by a large section of the audience. E.g.
o In Kent Atta and Bread Maker advertisement, the brand asked users if they are allowing
their maid to knead the Atta dough by hand. In addition to this, it stated that the maid’s
hands might be infected. The ad received a severe backlash, as people called it elitism.
Also, netizens perceived that the ad suggests that a maid’s hands would be dirty.
o Dabur recently launched an advertisement for Fem Bleach showcasing a same-sex
couple celebrating Karrwa Chauth. But the advertisement did not go well with netizens
as they called it against the traditions.
o Zomato‘s creativity went a bit overboard when one of their advertisement used the
abbreviations “MC and BC,” which are initials for popular Hindi cuss words.

As can be seen from the above examples, if the creativity and sensitivity of the
audience are not balanced, the campaign can cause controversy and may be counterproductive to the brand. An internal auditor can strengthen the processes to prevent
the occurrence of such campaigns
2. Hiring of a digital advertising campaign
The selection of digital advertisement agencies is equally an important aspect that cannot
be overlooked. Competency of the digital advertising agencies, Definition of KPIs,
clawbacks, dispute resolution mechanism, etc. are some of the important aspects which
an internal auditor can strengthen.
3. Computation of RoI for Digital Advertisements
An organization operating an e-commerce site may measure RoI based on average
monthly visits to the e-commerce site, an average conversion rate of the site, and average
order value. This may help identify the break-even point for digital advertising campaigns.
However, identification of breakeven points is very tough for the campaigns through social
media as there are limited pointers that may not have a direct correlation to the sales e.g.
“likes” or “favourites” tags received on the social media. Failure of a social media campaign
can be tracked much faster as the negative comments and trolling by the audience takes
place rapidly and on a larger scale. Some additional parameters which can be helpful to
track the performance are as follows:
o Clicks on the link in the update
o Online purchases
o Filling out a contact form
o Signups for newsletter
o Downloads of .PDF file
o Time spent on an important web page

An Internal Auditor can help an organization to formalize the methodology for RoI
computation which is reliable, measurable, and free of subjectivity.
4. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) & Search Engine Marketing
An internal Auditor can help an organization to assess SEO and SEM effectiveness at the
planning stage, execution stage, and post executions stage to prevent loss of investment
in digital advertising campaigns that do not yield the results.
5. Compliance with IT Act and Advertising Standards Council of India’s self-regulation
guidelines - An Internal auditor can review the framework of compliance which includes
the mandatory requirement of IT Act and Advertising Standards Council of India prescribed
code for self-regulation which is recommendatory in nature vis a vis company’s readiness.
This can help in achieving desired compliance level much quicker. It is pertinent to note
that IT Act contains stricter provisions of customer data privacy as well as retention of data
required by the Central Government. Section 67C of Information Technology Act requires
preservation and retention of information required by the Central Government in the
prescribed form. Contravention of this provision can lead to 3 years imprisonment and a
fine.

